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Article

REVERSE LENS – Back to the Old Way!
by Edsel ROMERO

Category: Camera

The objective of this write-up is to give a detailed knowledge on reversing the lens directly to 35mm
camera. The contents are based on my own personal experience in working with this setup using
Canon equipment.

This method may not be new to some of the Macro Photographers. In fact, John Shaw was already
using it more than a decade ago. Although in one of his latest books he mentioned that he prefer to
use macro lens coupled with 2X TC and extension tubes/close-up filters for high magnification. Later
on, I’ll give my views why I still prefer the ‘old way’ in working with high magnification.

This setup may not be very popular due to its evident drawbacks e.g. fixed and short focusing, dim
viewfinder once stepped down to f8-22 and the automatic diaphragm is lost. I must say that
overcoming these limitations is really tough. In this article, I will try to give some pointers on how to
use this setup effectively in the field.

OVERVIEW

Another similar and more commonly used setup is called “Stacked lenses”. It requires one lens
(normally a prime lens) to be mounted on the camera body and another shorter lens to be attached
on reverse in front of the prime lens so that the front elements are facing. Unlike the stacked
lenses, we only need one lens to be reversed directly on the camera body for this setup. Any brand
of lenses can be used since all we want to do is to reverse mount it. We don’t have to worry about
vignetting either, even if the lens widest aperture is f/5.6. For easy control of DOF, you have to use
those lenses with aperture ring.

Nikon has an accessory called BR2 reverse adapter that permits reverse mounting of any lens with
52mm-front thread. For Canon users, only 3rd party FD mount is available in the market. Another
option is the EOS mount Novoflex 58mm Reverse Adapter that is capable of transmitting
information to the camera body but some may find it too expensive to try-out.

In my case, I use an old 52mm FD mount reverse adapter and a Canon EF mount lens cap. I cut a
58mm hole on the lens cap and attach the reverse adapter so that one end is 52mm male thread
and the other end is EF mount. I use a super glue to hold them together. Alternatively, you can use
a 52-58 (52mm male thread and 58mm female thread) step-up ring to be attached on the lens cap.
I choose an FD Reverse adapter because of its thickness, which is equivalent to a 12mm extension
tube.

THE SETUP

Here’s how the setup looks like:

Canon 10D
Metz 54 flash
Exakta 35-70mm 1:3 Macro lens
Improvised Reverse Adapter
25mm + 12mm extension tubes
Off-camera Cord
Horizontal Flash bracket
Macro focusing Rail (optional)
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Since Canon doesn’t have an EF reverse adapter, I started with this setup by taping the Ricoh
50mm/1.7 reversed on the 25mm extension tube.

The only trick to use this
setup is to tape the pins on
the extension tube to avoid
contacts to the camera,
otherwise, ERROR will
occur on DSLR.

After realizing the full potential of the reverse lens setup, I’ve decided to improvise my own reverse
adapter. But I thought of making it as thick as possible so that it would also act as an extension
tube. And that was where the idea of gluing the FD reverse adapter on EF lens cap evolved.

I can say that the toughest
part was drilling a hole on
the lens cap. You may try
to use a hole saw or drill
bits to do it.
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After drilling a hole on the
lens cap, glue the female
side of the step-up ring (in
this case, I used a 52mm
FD mount reverse adapter)
on the lens cap so that one
end is male thread and
another end is EF mount.
This is slightly thicker than
a 12mm extension tube.

These are the two Manual
lenses that I’m using. Both
of them have an aperture
for ease of controlling the
desired DOF once mounted
on reverse.

These are the 12mm and
25mm extension tubes that
are essential to achieve
even higher magnification.

Magnification

The ratio between film-image and subject size is called the magnification rate. For mutual
vocabulary, we will express it in terms of decimals e.g. 1X would mean life-size, 0.5X would mean a
half of life-size, 0.25X a quarter of life-size and so on.

Note that I was using 10D with 1.6X crop factor, thus, the images appear magnified.

Taken with 1:1 macro lens
at its minimum focusing
distance.

Magnification: 1X

»Tripod & Head for
Nature Photography
By Alan YEO
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Taken with 1:1 macro lens
+ 1.4X TC + 37mm
extension tubes + 500D.

So far, this is the highest
magnification I can achieve
after combining all my
accessories and macro
lens.

Magnification: approx. 3X

Taken with Exakta 35-
70mm lens reversed
@70mm.

Magnification: approx. 0.3X

Taken with Exakta 35-
70mm lens reversed
@50mm.

Magnification: close to 1X

Taken with Exakta 35-
70mm lens reversed
@35mm.

Magnification: approx. 2X
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Taken with Exakta 35-
70mm lens reversed
@35mm (Macro mode).

Magnification: approx. 2.5X

Taken with Exakta 35-
70mm lens reversed
@35mm (Macro mode) +
37mm ext tubes.

Magnification: approx. 4X

So far, this is the highest
magnification I can achieve
using this setup, enough to
take a mosquito portrait.

Working distance

I’m not very particular about the working distance. To me, if an insect can tolerate your presence at
20cm, I don’t see a reason why it will not allow you to go closer at 15cm or 10cm. I pay more
attention on the proper way of approaching certain type of insects rather than to fret with my exact
working distance in the field.

Nevertheless, the table below shows the effective working distance of different lenses and
accessories. It shows that at the same magnification, the reverse lens has the shor test lens-to-
subject distance.

Lens Magnification Min Focusing Distance (approx)
180mm macro lenses 1X 47cm
105mm macro lenses 1X 31cm
50mm macro lenses 1X 18cm

50mm Reverse 1X 10cm
1:1 lens + 1.4TC + 37mm Ext tubes + 500D 3X 12cm

Reverse 35mm (macro mode) + 37mm Ext tubes 4X 4cm

Light loss

All macro lenses have a built-in extension inside the barrel that enables them to focus at close
distance. With this, shooting at 1X magnification will result in losing 1.5 stops from the normal meter
reading.

Based on the given magnification above, we concluded that 1X magnification could be achieved by
reversing 50mm lens direct from the camera. With this setup, additional 1 stop will be lost.

To elaborate, shooting at Sunny 16 condition, the correct exposure will be F/16, 1/125s, ISO100.
Shooting a mid-tone subject at 1X will give you F/16, 1/30s, ISO100. If you were to shoot using the
50mm reverse lens, the correct exposure will now be F/16, 1/15s, ISO100.

Optical Quality

It has been proven that the design of double-elements close-up filters is far better corrected than
the single-element counterparts. It produces sharper image especially at the corners. Reverse
mounting the lens is considered as a multi-elements close-up filter. Having said that, theoretically,
the optical quality should be better than a double-elements close-up filter.
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This is an untouched image
of a dragonfly using an
Exakta 35-70mm @35mm.

Untouched 100% crop from
the image above.

Cost

I would say that this is the cheapest way of achieving high magnification, without sacrificing the
image quality.

Here’s the actual cost of the setup I’m using:

Exakta 35-70mm — 20$ (2ndhand)
Ricoh 50mm — 40$ (2ndhand)
Canon lens cap — 5$
FD Reverse Adapter — 20$ (Step-up ring would cost around 10-15$)
Horizontal Flash Bracket — 18$
12mm and 25mm Extension tube — around 140$

There you have it, the cheapest 4X macro lens around!

WORKING IN THE FIELD

It’s always been a tough mission for me to shoot at extremely high magnification. I used to achieve
this using a combination of 1:1 macro lens, 25mm and 12mm extension tubes, 1.4X teleconverter
and 500D. It works great especially at 12cm working distance that gives around 2.5X magnification. I
just simply cannot handhold this setup! It’s heavy and due to its focal length, everything I aim just
trembles like mad. Not to mention that mounting and screwing tasks alone normally defer me from
using this setup.

I must say that I found comfort in handholding the 35-70mm reversed + 37mm extension tubes. It’s
lighter, the magnification is higher at around 3.5x and the images look steadier in the viewfinder.
Setting up is effortless. It’s just a matter of personal preference that, in working with high
magnification, I choose better handholdability and ease of use over working distance.

Flash Positioning

There are 3 ways of working with lights in the field: using natural light, using flash as a main source
and using flash as a fill-in without killing the ambient light. I often work with the latter. But for this
setup, I completely ignore my camera metering and use the flash a main source of light. I do this to
free myself from using faster shutter speed in working at extremely high magnification with the
flexibility of handholding the entire setup. It is the fas test and easiest way for me to achieve precise
focusing rather than setting up a tripod. It also minimizes problems caused by subject and camera
movement.

You have to be cautious in positioning the flash if you will use it as a main source of light. Mounting
it on the hot shoe will result on harsh shadow below the subject due to a very short lens-to-subject
distance. The objective is to bring the flash lower so that it is positioned just above the end of the
lens or just beside the lens. The better and expensive way is to use a macro flash bracket. The
cheaper alternative, is to use a horizontal flash bracket to position the flash just beside the lens.
Either way, you will need an off-camera cord unless you are using a system that can trigger the
flash off camera. Using a horizontal flash bracket is not a very steady option. To stabilize the flash
movement, brace it at the corner of the lens and the camera body, as shown in the photo below.
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Front view of the setup
showing the position of the
flash.

TTL flash works well with reverse lens. Do not use a wide-open aperture as the flash cannot turn
itself off fast enough and you will end-up with over exposed photos. I suggest that you run exposure
test s before going out in the field.

It is ideal that the battery
grip is attached for lower
flash position.

The above photo shows that the flash is still slightly higher than the lens. Shooting at the closest
distance using this setup (at 4cm), this flash position may not be very ideal.

This is another way
bringing down the flash
position further. Instead of
mounting the flash bracket
on the battery grip, I placed
the focusing rail between
the battery grip and the
flash bracket.

Now, the flash and the lens
are almost exactly pointing
at the same direction.

Handholding/Focusing

This setup will lose the automatic diaphragm since there is no communication between the camera
body and the lens. This means that you have to focus at a stepped-down aperture and your
viewfinder will be dimmer. But it will always be bright enough to see the subject you are focusing.
This is not an issue if you are using a tripod. You can focus at the widest f-stop first, and then
rotate the aperture ring to the desired f-stop before pressing the shutter. For handholding, focusing
requires patience.

Working at a high magnification with a handheld setup is physically demanding. Here are some
basic techniques on proper handholding and focusing:

Proper breathing is very important. Breathe in normal rhythm and press the shutter in mid-
breath.
Keep your elbows into your sides while holding the camera as close as possible to your face.
Get a rubber eyecup, it acts like a shock absorber to help minimize or eliminate any
movement from your head.
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Cradle the lens with your left hand while your right hand index finger is ready to press the
shutter.
Stand steadily with your feet apart.
Brace yourself as much as possible, and focus by leaning in and out.
Always remember, focus on the eyes!

FINAL NOTE

Let me leave you with a quote from John Shaw:

“The first thing to realize is that equipment alone does not make a photograph. Good technique
is far more important than anything else. The best equipment used sloppily won’t produce
pictures that are as good as taken with mediocre equipment used precisely. Buying another lens
does not necessarily mean there will be any improvement in the quality of your photographs, but
using the equipment you already own to its fullest potential will make a difference.” — John
Shaw (Closeups In Nature)

Keep shooting!

SAMPLE IMAGES

All the images were taken using a combination of 25mm and 12mm extension tubes, 50mm Ricoh
and Exakta 35-75mm. All handheld!

1/200s, f/16, ISO100
Uncropped

1/60s, f/11, ISO400
Uncropped

1/125s, f16, ISO200
Uncropped
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1/125s, f/16, ISO200
Uncropped

1/180s, f/16, ISO100
Uncropped

1/90s, f/16, ISO400
Uncropped

1/180s, f/16, ISO100
5-10% cropped
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1/90s, f/11, ISO400
5-10% cropped

1/180s, f/22, ISO100
Uncropped

1/90s, f/11, ISO400
5-10% cropped
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1/180s, f/16, ISO100
Cropped from horizontal to vertical.

1/90, f/11, ISO400
Uncropped
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